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culture even more. Some of the information that I would like to learn is based more on the 
history behind aspects of culture, specifically on culinary, architecture and language. Examples 
of this are history behind the influence of France on the architecture in Hanoi and others. Prior 
Knowledge and Information learned was recorded in the Identifying Prior Knowledge table.3 

Research 
I constructed my research plan before starting my research. I first researched about the 
definition of culture, since my project is about culture. I found several sources that gave me 
subtopics of culture, such as language, visual art and architecture. I presented my findings in a 
visual form4 and was able to select the main parts of culture that I am going to focus on. These 
are language, food and architecture however, I researched mainly about architecture because 
this is the main focus of my project. In order to give some information to the audience, the 
background of how France influenced Vietnam is given and the focus will be on the different 
elements of culture to better compare and contrast the two cultures. 

My primary source was digital research. This means that I researched online for the information 
that I needed for my project. I used several different sources such as news articles and others 
that are digital. In order to make sure that the sources I used are reliable, I evaluated their 
reliability.5 In addition some sources I used are actually in French, because there are more 
sources available in French, which makes it easier to find data, however harder since the 
information has to be translated. 

The secondary source type that I used is books.6 This is because in my house there are several 
books that are related to my project from family collections, friends and the library. In addition, I 
borrowed books from the school and also friends in order to use them as my secondary 
sources. Some information that I found was recorded in my process journal, however most of it 
was recorded in my Google Drive. Along with the research I found, are scans of the pages that I 
used from the book, and in addition general information about the book. On a side note, some 
books are in French, and I had to translate the data from French to English. 

The third source that I used are interviews and the tour with a professional guide. During this 
project I had 2 interviews with two different people. I took part in a tour of Hanoi, and I was able 
to interview the tour giver about her thoughts/opinion about the French influence on 
Hanoi. I organized a similar interview with a French teacher, that has 
been a resident here for many years. I made a summary7 of both interviews and compared their 
responses. This allowed me to get insight on the opinion of a French resident and also a 
Canadian resident tour guide here for more than a decade. 

3 Refer to Appendix 1
4 Refer to Appendix 2
5 Refer to Appendix 3

7 Refer to Appendix 4
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to borrow several books from friends and school and these are all recorded in my google drive. 
In addition the books that I used will be displayed during the exhibition, because the books are a 
very important part of my research. 
Adding on to the research that I did with the sources, another main source that I used were 
interviews/the tour or human resources. I thought that culture was something that could be 
shared between people and I thought that having other people's opinions was an essential thing 
for this project because culture is something that can be shared. And so I was able to go on a 
tour, about France's influence on Hanoi. The tour was a walking tour, and the guide was giving 
us information about the locations we were visiting. I was able to take notes and take photos of 
the locations. Furthermore I scanned the notes that I took inserted them here.9 Another main 
part of my research is the interview, I managed to interview the tour guide and also a French 
teacher in separately about their opinion 1°, this was a main part of my research because 
later I will be comparing these two interviews. While completing my research I created a 
summary of the interviews and compare their responses together.11 

Self-Management 
I had a few self-management issues, and this was with having to balance studies, after school 
activities, personal life and finding time to work on PP. This process was challenging because I 
was able to get into sports teams that occurred while working on PP, this means having less 
free time to work on this project. In addition, often I found myself quickly completing my 
homework in order to be able to work on PP. I often underwent a week without working on this 
project due to studies, the activities because of self-management issues. In order to stay on 
track, I wrote in my process journal at least once a week and spent at least 30 mins every night 
to work on my personal project. In a process journal entry, I wrote down how I reduce stress and 
anxiety throughout this project.12

Taking Action 
Developing the Product 

With the information found from the research that I did, I was able to find the main locations that 
I wanted to visit and focus on in Hanoi, for my main subtopic, which is architecture. With the 
pictures taken from visiting the sites and the information found, I was able to create the product. 
I followed the plan that I created previously, however I made a few changes to it. Some of the 
changes include changing the order, adding a contents page and deciding to professionally print 
pictures that were taken by me. However I had a few issues with the layout of the product, this 
is because I want my product to look professional, and so the layout has to be visually 
attractive, and once again look professional. In order to understand what that looked like, I 
researched a bit more in order to understand in more depth the layout. 

The images were easy to print, I went to a local print shop and printed them with a plastic cover, 
to give it a laminated or shiny look, which is much better than paper printing. All of the images 
were printed in color, and they are used in the sketchbook as additional visuals for the reader. 

9 Refer to Appendix 5
10 Refer to Appendix 4
11 Refer to Appendix 4
12 Refer to Appendix 6
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and a minimum of 1 differences between both provides information about the 
page worth of French and Vietnamese similarities and difference between 
information. languages. both French and Vietnamese 

languages. 

Must include research Count number of pages, at This specification was completed 
on influences in least 1 and must have at because in the product i was able 
culinary work and a least 3 different to identify at least one page that 
minimum of 1 page dishes/ingredients that were provides information more than 3 
worth of information. influenced by the French different dishes/ingredients that 

culture. were influenced by the French 
culture. 

Must have a minimum Count number of pages This specification was complete 
of 1 O pages overall in (minimum 1 O pages) because the product has more than 
my final product. 10 pages. 

Must include at least 5 Count number of pictures This specification was complete 
pictures that are related (minimum 5 pictures) because the product has more than 
to my topics (food, 5 pictures. 
language and 

"- - � � -=� 
architecture.) =:;'CC, 
Must include at least 8 Count number of sketches This specification was not complete 
sketches or (minimum 8 sketches) because the product has less than 
architecture or anything 8 sketches. 
related to the local 
culture of Hanoi. I I 

J u 

The final product is as expected, it completed almost all of the specifications in the success 
criteria which makes it a successful product14, because most of my goals were completed and 
over achieved in my case. However one of the specifications was not complete, and this could 
be an opportunity for improvement. 

Knowledge and Understanding 
This project has given me the opportunity to I learn more in depth about my culture. Since I am 
both Vietnamese and French, and have not lived in France, this project allowed me to discover 
the cultures and the influences they had on each other, which was one of the main intentions I 
had when starting this product. I am now often comparing little things and thinking of the origins 
of things in both the French, Vietnamese and other cultures. 

Researching about culture allowed me to understand that culture is something that is shared, 
and every culture is unique. During the project I became aware of cultural awareness, this is 
when someone becomes aware of our cultural values, beliefs and perceptions. I stopped 
classifying people in their culture groups, but instead looked at the bigger picture. This 

14 Refer to Appendix 10
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encourage third culture kids or anyone to experience the discovery of their culture by 
themselves. This journey will teach them things about their culture and also will help them 
understand their identity and who they are, like it helped me. If you are curious, use it to 
discover and take every opportunity you have to learn from each other's cultures with two 
essential words, respect and tolerance in hopes of finding yourself, like I found myself. 
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"Language Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary." Language Meaning in the Cambridge

English Dictionary. Web. 14 Oct. 2015. 
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Appendix 2 - Visual Representation of culture 
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Appendix 3 - Evaluation of reliability of sources 
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CUR NCY: me tlme/1,,_ ofthelnformarlon 
¥' �Jhen was the information published or posted? 
Qf"� the lnformatJOJl been revised or updated? 
qf!s the lnf«mation ament or out-el date for your topic? 
@ Are the hnks functional? 

RELMNC£: the fmportDnce of the Information for your needs 
-,, J,oes the Information relate lo y0&11 topic « an5wet V<JUr question? 
gf p,o Is the Intended audience? 
��the Information at an appropriate level (I.e. not too elementary or advanced for '{OU( needs)? 
fJ' y;ive you looked at a 11arlefy of sources before determlnlng this Is one you wll use? 
�ould ycu be comforuble uslniit this sourc,e for a research paper? 

AUTHbRITY: rhe SOI/fee of me /nfannarJan 
rif}l'lho Is the author/publsher/source/spansor? V ,;re the autha<'s credeftdals « arganlzadonal affUladOM given? 
IQl'_)Nhat are the authors crede_ntlal.s « orpnlz.atlonal affiliations ctve:n? 
IQl'_JMiat are the author's quaflflcatlons to write on the ioplc? 
111'1s m«e contaa ln!om,.atlon, such as a publlshef' or e-m.aU address? 
@ Does the URL reo,,eal anything abo11t the author« source? examples: .com (commerclal), .edu 

leducatlonal), .gov {U.S. gcwemment), .org (no�roflt org�zalion), or .net {network) 

ACCUJl'ACY: the reliability, truthfulness. and rorrectness of the content 
u' �here does the Information rome from?V /. the Information strpported by evldenc,e? 
�as the Information been reviewed or refere.ed? 
ii;' .,tan you verify fflY of the Information In anolflef' source or from personal blowledge?
9/ poes the la�age or tone seem biased Md free of emoi.lon?
GIi' Are lhe,re spetllng. gram.mar, or other r,-po_graphlcal errors? 

PUR
�

E: the reason rtie tn.formarlan exiscs
What Is the purpose of the illformatloo? lo Inform? teach? sem entertain? persuade? 

authors/sponsors make their Intentions« purpose dear? 
nformatlon fact? opinion? propaganda? 

the po;nt of lllew a!)J)ear objealve and lmpardal ? 
there polltlcal. ldeoqlc;al. cutturat. rellgl,ous, lftstlrutlonal, or personal biases? 
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Appendix 4 - Summary of interview 

Name 

Nationality: 

Years Lived in Vietnam 

Profession 

Summary 
Link to audio of interview. 

Responses 

 

Canadian 

More than 1 O years 

Tour guide/English 
Teacher • �, 

• What are your thoughts of France's influence on Vietnam? Is this a good
influence? Why?
o So much was brought in, like the railways, the development of some

things. 
o On the other hand losing your sovereignty as a country.
o The architecture for sure, that's one of the draws for the tourist. What is the

Opera House and the presidential palace and all of that?
o If there had been no French,
o One of the things that they brought back was this whole concept of Equality,

Freedom Fraternity, Freedom and rights and everything. All these Vietnamese
students they are going to France and talking about equality and they did not
have it in their country. In effect the French brought about their own demise by
teaching the Vietnamese how to free, and so if that did not happen then idk.

o Already the Vietnamese hat their own sense of freedom from the Chinese, and
they would go like" we are Vietnamese, not Chinese" and now with the French.

o The marrying of the cultures as a Canadian of course we think that melting the
pot, you know when all our cultures are all equal and valid and even though in
reality it is still very much a British country.

o But that concept of all of our cultures blending together, and I think that the
Vietnamese then with the link with the Chinese and French. [ ... ] they have had
quite a mix for such a tiny country and people are open to that.

o I guess bringing the European architecture in was the most visible.
o But in 1925 when they opened the art school, that's Tardieu and Van Tho, the

Vietnamese artist and they brought in the European oil paintings and sense of
perspective.

o And in 1926, they started the architecture school, that's where the design and art
deco.

o Bringing all of that together and for me the houses in the Tieng Cong lake area
and the Ba Dinh area which were Vietnamese architects, bringing that European
sense of design with the realities of the weather here, that is brilliant.
My love is the architecture, but definitely the food too.

o Because some of the spices they use, anise and cinnamon are very Vietnamese.
o Just south of the train station, there was a Frenchman who came here as a

government official but then opened a farm and brought in carrots, Brussel
sprouts cabbage and all those French vegetables for the French and of course
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Appendix 5 - Notes from the tour 
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Appendix 7 - Communication between tour guide and French Teacher 

• -

From: I 
Sent: December·09·    10:33 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: info from 

Dear 

I would Wee to thank you for tile amazmg ns1t and also all !he resources!ulfonnat1on you were able to gl\"e me. In addition. 
I want to thank yo\l for lenwg me wtcrview yo\l for my project. The to\lf 1s an essential pan of my project. and rd like to 
thank you for helping me out with it. 

Thank You. 

12/15/ 

Dearl 

Since I am in grade 10, tt is a requirement for me to have a Personal Project I decided to focus this projed on cultures specifically the 
French innuence on the Vietnamese culture Would it be possible for me to interview you about this lopic for my project some time this 
week? A possible time would be Thursday during X-Block. or what would be suitable for you? 

Thank You, 

Dear 

Could I come to your dass tomorrow at around 1 for the interview? 

Bonjour 

Please do! 

A tout a l'heure 

12117/ ... 

12/17/ .._ 
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Appendix 9 - Developing My Goal

Developing your Goal 

Ambitious 
• Is this goal sufficiently challenging?
• Will this goal 'stretch' you as a person?
• What is the learning: which new skills and knowledge do you need to acquire?

I want to be able to create a sketchbook that helps discover and learn about the influence that the French had on 
the Vietnamese culture. This goal is challenging because I will have to research a lot and find similarities and 
influences between them. In addition I will have to go visit places in order to take pictures and draw sceneries 
that were influenced by the French. I will need to know how to present pictures taken by me, write a sort of essay 
for my sketchbook and etc. 

Realistic 
• Is the goal achievable? Is it realistic?
• What possible obstacles can you think of?
• Have you considered your organizational skills?

It is achievable because it can be done and completed because I have all of the resources that I need. It is also 
realistic because it does not require any unrealistic tools or steps. Some possible obstacles will be taking 
professional images, find correct and reliable data and find enough information to be able to compare the two 
cultures and find similarities and differences. I will use a folder as my process journal and book as my 
sketchbook for my product. 

Time-related 
• What is your timeframe?
• What are the short term targets along the way that will help you achieve the goal?
• Have you developed an action plan to keep you on track?

An action plan on paper will be kept in my process journal which will help me stay on track of how much I work. I 
am planning to start my Personal Project in the summer. Some targets that will help me achieve my goal are 
visiting a French museum or anything related to culture, or any monuments or famous places that show 
influence. 

Final goal: Write the final goal here once you have completed the iSMART check. 

I am inspired to create a sketchbook that helps discover and learn about the influence that the French had on the 
Vietnamese culture because I want to understand these to cultures because they are my nationality and also 
because they are part of my identity. I will learn about any of the influences, such as architecture, art, language, 
life and etc.This goal is challenging because I will have to compare two different cultures and find similarities and 
influences between them with at least 10 pages. The product will also include sketches and pictures taken by 
me. While using a folder as a process journal, and also a folder on google drive in order to keep digital pieces or 
work.In addition to the process journal, there will be an action plan in the process journal. 
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